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Analysis of high dimensional energy surfaces,
with applications to molecular science and deep learning
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Context: In molecular science, a molecule is an example high dimensional system (d = 3n Cartesian
coordinates with n the number of atoms), whose behavior is encoded by the graph of a function defining
the system’s potential energy. In supervised learning, a key goal it to minimize a training error by choosing
suitable parameters of a model, which often requires exploring a loss landscape. In unsupervised learning,
choosing a model often requires optimizing the (log) likelihood of the data with respect to a model. From
a computer science / applied mathematics standpoint, these classes of problems can be cast in terms of
statistical physics, namely describing the topography of a high dimensional energy surface, characterizing
the geometry and the mass of the catchment basins, understanding the dynamics of a process exploring the
landscape. See e.g. [1] for the molecular science perspective, or [2, 3] for the ML perspective.

Goals: The goal of this PhD thesis is to develop novel algorithms to characterize and explore complex
high dimensional energy surfaces defined in molecular science and machine learning. Using concepts from
computational topology [4], it has been noticed recently that such landscapes often have specific properties
in terms of basins and barriers separating them [5]. We ambition to combine ideas from randomized ex-
ploration algorithms [6], dimensionality reduction [7], importance sampling [8], and random walks/Monte
Carlo methods [9], to design algorithms with controlled complexity and accuracy to explore certain classes
of landscapes.

Such insights would pave the way towards very efficient / optimal algorithms for certain tasks in molecular
science and machine learning. They would also contribute to shed light on two fundamental questions, namely
understanding how proteins accomplish their functions, and why (deep) learning works well for complex tasks.

Software developments will be integrated to the Structural Bioinformatics Library (https://sbl.inria.
fr), a state-of-the-art environment providing both low level methods (in generic C++) and specific applica-
tions in molecular modeling and beyond.

Background. Master in theoretical computer science, or applied mathematics, or (bio-)physics.

Main activities. They will consist of:

• Designing and analyzing algorithms,

• Implementing (C++, python) and testing the algorithms,

• Writing scientific publications.
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